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Abstract
Estimation of information theoretic quantities
such as mutual information and its conditional
variant has drawn interest in recent times owing to their multifaceted applications. Newly
proposed neural estimators for these quantities
have overcome severe drawbacks of classical
kNN-based estimators in high dimensions. In
this work, we focus on conditional mutual information (CMI) estimation by utilizing its formulation as a minmax optimization problem.
Such a formulation leads to a joint training procedure similar to that of generative adversarial
networks. We find that our proposed estimator provides better estimates than the existing
approaches on a variety of simulated datasets
comprising linear and non-linear relations between variables. As an application of CMI estimation, we deploy our estimator for conditional independence (CI) testing on real data
and obtain better results than state-of-the-art
CI testers.

1

INTRODUCTION

Quantifying the dependence between random variables
is a quintessential problem in data science (Rényi 1959;
Joe 1989; Fukumizu et al. 2008). A widely used measure
across statistics is the Pearson correlation and partial correlation. Unfortunately, these measures can capture and
quantify only linear relation between variables and do
not extend to non-linear cases. The field of information
theory (Cover and Thomas 2012) gave rise to multiple
functionals of data density to capture the dependence be∗
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tween variables even in non-linear cases. Two noteworthy quantities of widespread interest are the mutual information (MI) and conditional mutual information (CMI).
In this work, we focus on estimating CMI, a quantity which provides the degree of dependence between
two random variables X and Y given a third variable
Z. CMI provides a strong theoretical guarantee that
I(X; Y |Z) = 0 ⇐⇒ X ⊥ Y |Z. So, one motivation for estimating CMI is its use in conditional independence (CI) testing and detecting causal associations. CI
tester built using kNN based CMI estimator coupled with
a local permutation scheme (Runge (2018)) was found to
be better calibrated than the kernel tests. CMI was used
for detecting and quantifying causal associations in spike
trains data from neuron pairs (Li et al. 2011). Runge et al.
(2019) demonstrate how CMI estimator can be combined
with a causal recovery algorithm to identify causal links
in a network of variables.
Apart from its use in CI testers, CMI has found diverse
applications in feature selection, communication, network inference and image processing. Selecting features
iteratively so that the information is maximized given
already selected features was the basis for Conditional
Mutual Information Maximization (CMIM) criterion in
Fleuret (2004). This principle was applied by Wang
and Lochovsky (2004) for text categorization, where the
number of features are quite large. Efficient methods
for CMI based feature selection involving more than
one conditioning variable was developed by Shishkin
et al. (2016). In the field of communications, Yang and
Blum (2007) maximized CMI between target and reflected waveforms for optimal radar waveform design.
For learning gene regulatory network, in Zhang et al.
(2012) CMI was used as a measure of dependence between genes. A similar approach was adapted for protein
modulation in Giorgi et al. (2014). Finally, Loeckx et al.
(2009) used CMI as a similarity metric for non-rigid image registration. Given the widespread use of CMI as a
measure of conditional dependence, there is a pressing

need to accurately estimate this quantity, which we seek
to achieve in this paper.

2

RELATED WORK

One of the simplest methods for estimating MI (or CMI)
could be based on the binning of the continuous random
variables, estimating probability densities from the bin
frequencies and plugging it in the expression for MI (or
CMI). Kernel methods, on the other hand, estimate the
densities using suitable kernels. The most widely used
estimator of MI, the KSG estimator, is based on k nearest
neighbor statistics (Kraskov et al. 2004) and has been
shown to outperform binning or kernel-based methods.
KSG is based on expressing MI in terms of entropy
I(X; Y ) = H(X) + H(Y ) − H(X; Y )

(1)

The entropy estimation follows from H(X) =
P
[
−N −1 i log µ(x
i ) (Kozachenko and Leonenko 1987).
Distance of the k nearest neighbors of point xi is used
to approximate the density µ(xi ). The KSG estimator
does not estimate each entropy term independently, but
accounts for the appropriate bias correction terms in the
overall estimation. It ensures that an adaptive k is used
for distances in marginal spaces X, Y and for the joint
space (X, Y ). Several later works studied the theoretic
properties of the KSG estimator and sought to improve
its accuracy (Gao et al. 2015, 2016, 2018; Póczos and
Schneider 2012). Since CMI can be expressed as a difference of two MI estimates, I(X; Y |Z) = I(X; Y Z) −
I(X; Z), KSG estimator could be used for CMI as well.
Even though KSG estimator enjoys the favorable property of consistency, its performance in finite sample
regimes suffers from the curse of dimensionality. In fact,
KSG estimator requires exponentially many samples for
accurate estimation of MI (Gao et al. 2015). This limits
its applicability in high dimensions with few samples.
Deviating from the kNN-based estimation paradigm,
Belghazi et al. (2018) proposed a neural estimation of
MI (referred to as MINE). This estimator is built on
optimizing dual representations of the KL divergence,
namely the Donsker-Varadhan (Donsker and Varadhan
1975) and the f-divergence representation (Nguyen et al.
2010). MINE is strongly consistent and scales well with
dimensionality and sample size. However, recent works
found the estimates from MINE to have high variance
(Poole et al. 2019; Oord et al. 2018) and the optimization to be unstable in high dimensions (Mukherjee et al.
2019). To counter these issues, variance reduction techniques were explored in Song and Ermon (2020).
While for the estimation of MI we need to perform the
trivial task of drawing samples from the marginal distri-

bution, CMI estimation adds another layer of intricacy to
the problem. For the above approaches to work for CMI,
one needs to obtain samples from the conditional distribution. In Mukherjee et al. (2019), the authors separate
the problem of estimating CMI into two stages by first
estimating the conditional distribution and then using a
divergence estimator. However, being coupled with an
initial conditional distribution sampler, this technique is
limited by the goodness of the conditional samplers and
thus may be sub-optimal. Even when CMI is obtained
as a difference of two separate MI estimates (CCMI estimator in Mukherjee et al. (2019)), there is no guarantee
that the bias values would be same from both MI terms,
thereby leading to incorrect estimates. Based on these
observations, in this paper, we attempt to estimate CMI
using a joint training procedure involving a min-max formulation devoid of explicit conditional sampling.
The main contributions of our paper are as follows:
• We formulate CMI as a minimax optimization problem and illustrate how it can be estimated from joint
training. The estimation process has similar flavor
to adversarial training (Goodfellow et al. 2014) and
so the term C-MI-GAN (read “See-Me-GAN”) is
coined for the estimator.
• We empirically show that estimates from C-MIGAN are closer to the ground truth on an average
as compared to the estimates of other CMI estimators.
• We apply our estimator for conditional independence testing on a real flow-cytometry dataset and
obtain better results than state-of-the-art CI Testers.

3

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Information Theoretic Quantities. Let X, Y and Z be
three continuous random variables that admit densities.
The mutual information between two random variables
X and Y measures the amount of dependence between
them and is defined as
ZZ
PXY (x, y)
dxdy (2)
I(X; Y ) =
PXY (x, y) log
PX (x)PY (y)
It can also be expressed in terms of the entropies as follows:
I(X; Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ) = H(Y )−H(Y |X) (3)
1
Here
R H(X) is the entropy and is given by H(X) =
− p(x) log p(x) dx. The above expression provides
1

More precisely, differential entropy in case of continuous
random variables.

the intuitive explanation of how the information content
changes when the random variable is alone versus when
another random variable is given.
The conditional mutual information extends this to the
setting where a conditioning variables is present. The
analogous expression for CMI is:
ZZZ
PXY Z
dxdydz (4)
I(X; Y |Z) =
PXY Z log
PXZ PY |Z
In terms of the entropies, it can be expressed as follows:
I(X; Y |Z) = H(X|Z) − H(X|Y, Z)

(5)

= H(Y |Z) − H(Y |X, Z)

MI and CMI can be defined using KL-divergence as:
I(X; Y ) = DKL (PXY ||PX PY )

(8)

I(X; Y |Z) = DKL (PXY Z ||PXZ PY |Z )

(9)

This definition of MI (Equation 8) tries to capture how
much the given joint distribution is different from X and
Y being independent (conditionally independent in case
of CMI). Various estimators in the literature aim to utilize a particular expression of MI (or CMI), while avoiding computation of density functions explicitly. While
KSG ((Kraskov et al. 2004)) is based on the summation
of entropy terms, MINE ((Belghazi et al. 2018)) derives
its estimates based on lower bounds of KL-divergence.
Lower bounds of Mutual Information. The following
lower bounds of KL-divergence (hence also mutual information) were used in Belghazi et al. (2018) for the
MINE estimator.
Donsker-Varadhan bound : This bound is tighter and is
given by :

We first note that the CMI expression can be upper
bounded as follows :
I(X; Y |Z) = DKL (PXY Z ||PXZ PY |Z )

= DKL (PXY Z ||PXZ QY |Z )
− DKL (PY |Z ||QY |Z )

(12)

≤ DKL (PXY Z ||PXZ QY |Z )
since DKL (P ||Q) ≥ 0. In equation 12 the equality
is achieved when QY |Z = PY |Z and we can express
I(X; Y |Z) as
I(X; Y |Z) = inf DKL (PXY Z ||PXZ QY |Z )
QY |Z

(13)

Equation 13 coupled with the Donsker-Varadhan bound
(equation 10) leads to a min-max optimization for MI
estimation as follows:

I(X; Y |Z) = inf sup
E [R(s)]
QY |Z R∈R
s∼PXY Z
 (14)

R(s)
[e
]
− log
E
s∼PXZ QY |Z

Equation 14 offers a pragmatic approach for estimating
CMI. Since neural nets are universal function approximators, it is a possibility to deploy one such network to
approximate the variational distribution QY |Z and another for learning the regression function given by R.
The following section provides a detailed narration of
how to achieve this objective.
3.2

C-MI-GAN

(10)

R∈R

f-divergence bound : A slightly loose bound is given by
the following relation :
DKL (P ||Q) = sup (EP [R] − EQ [eR−1 ])

MIN-MAX FORMULATION FOR CMI

Building on top of these lower bounds, we further take
resort to a variational form of conditional mutual information. Observing closely the expression for I(X; Y |Z)
in equation 4, we find that samples need to be drawn from
p(y|z) which is not available from given data (X, Y, Z)
directly. One approach used in Mukherjee et al. (2019)
is to learn p(y|z) using a conditional GAN, kNN or conditional VAE. Can we combine this step directly with the
lower bound maximization ?

(6)

Both MI and CMI are special cases of a statistical quantity called KL-divergence, which measures how different
one distribution is from another. The KL-divergence between two distributions PX and QX is as follows:
Z
PX (x)
DKL (PX ||QX ) = PX (x) log
dx (7)
QX (x)

DKL (P ||Q) = sup (EP [R] − log(EQ [eR ]))

3.1

(11)

R∈R

The supremum in both the bounds (equation 10 and 11) is
over all functions R ∈ R such that the expectations are
finite. MINE uses a neural network as a parameterized
function Rβ , which is optimized with these bounds.

To begin with, we elaborate different components of the
proposed estimator - C-MI-GAN. As depicted in Figure
1, the variational distribution, QY |Z is parameterized using a network denoted as Gθ . In other words, Gθ is
capable of sampling from the distribution QY |Z , hence
it is called the generator network. The regression network, Rφ parameterizes the function class on the R.H.S.
of the Donsker-Varadhan identity (refer to equation 10).
Gaussian noise concatenated with conditioning variable
Z is fed as input to Gθ . Rφ is trained with samples from

xyz ∼ PXY Z
Rφ
•
( •••
)

I(X; Y |Z)

xŷz ∼ PXZ QY |Z
Gθ

(••)

Proof. 2 For a given generator, G, the regression
network’s objective is to maximize the quantity
h(QY |Z , R).
Z
h(QY |Z , R) =
PXY Z R(s)ds−
s∼PXY Z

ŷ ∼ QY |Z



Figure 1: Block Diagram for C-MI-GAN (Best viewed
in colour). Samples drawn from any simplistic noise
distribution are concatenated with the samples from the
marginal PZ and fed to the generator as input. The generated samples from the variational distribution QY |Z are
then concatenated with samples from PXZ and given as
input to the regression network along with samples from
PXY Z . I(X; Y |Z) is obtained by negating the loss of
the trained regression network.
PXY Z and PXZ QY |Z . During training, we optimize the
regression network and the generator jointly using the
objective function h(QY |Z , R) as defined below.
Z
h(QY |Z , R) = inf

PXY Z R(s)ds−

sup

QY |Z R∈R



Z
PXZ QY |Z e

log

 (17)
ds

s∼PXZ QY |Z

For the optimum regression network, R∗ ,
∂h
∂R

=0
R∗
∗

PXZ QY |Z eR
=0
PXZ QY |Z eR∗ ds
∗
Z
PXZ QY |Z eR
∗
=⇒
= PXZ QY |Z eR ds = ec
PXY Z
PXY Z
+c
=⇒ R∗ = log
PXZ QY |Z
(18)

=⇒ PXY Z − R

s∼PXY Z

Z

log

PXZ QY |Z e

R(s)

!
ds

Now we show that with the optimal regression network R∗ , CMI is obtained when the objective function
achieves its minima.

(15)

Theorem 2. h(QY |Z , R∗ ) achieves its minimum value
I(X; Y |Z), iff QY |Z = PY |Z .

s∼PXZ QY |Z

In each training loop, we optimize the parameters of Rφ
and Gθ , using a learning schedule and RMSProp optimizer. The detailed procedure is described in Algorithm
1. Upon successful completion of training of the joint
network, Gθ starts generating samples from the distribution PY |Z and the output of the regression network converges to I(X; Y |Z).

Proof.
Z

∗

h(QY |Z , R ) =

PXY Z log
s

PXY Z
dxdydz−
PXZ QY |Z

Z
log

Next, we formally show that the alternate optimization
of Rφ and Gθ optimizes the objective function defined
in equation 15 and when the global optima is reached,
the optimal value of the objective function coincides with
CMI. To start with, we derive the expression for the optimal regression network and subsequently show that the
optimal value of the objective function coincides with
CMI under the optimal regression network.

log

PXZ QY |Z e

=

PXY Z log
s

Z
PXY Z dxdydz
s

Z
=

PXY Z log
s

PXY Z
dxdydz+
PXZ PY |Z

PY |Z log

(16)

Where c is any constant. PXY Z , PXZ , and QY |Z denote
the data distribution, marginal distribution and generator distribution respectively.


dxdydz

PXY Z
dxdy−
PXZ QY |Z

Z
PXY Z
+c
R = log
PXZ QY |Z

PXY Z
PXZ QY |Z

s

Z

Theorem 1. For a given generator, G , the optimal regression network, R∗ , is
∗

R(s)

s

PY |Z
dy
QY |Z

= I(X; Y |Z) + DKL (PY |Z ||QY |Z )
2

(19)

This proof assumes PXY Z (s), PXZ QY |Z (s) > 0 ∀s.

Since DKL (PY |Z ||QY |Z ) ≥ 0, when PY |Z = QY |Z ,
DKL (PY |Z ||QY |Z ) = 0 and the minimum value is
h(PY |Z , R∗ ) = I(X; Y |Z).
The alternate optimization of Rφ and Gθ is similar to
the generative adversarial networks (Goodfellow et al.
(2014), Nowozin et al. (2016)), in that both are trained
using similar adversarial training procedure. However,
C-MI-GAN significantly differs from traditional GAN in
the following sense:
• The regression task is completely unsupervised as
no target value is used to train the network.
• The proposed loss function to estimate CMI is foreign to traditional GAN literature.
• The binary discriminator in traditional GAN is replaced by a regression network, Rφ that estimates
the CMI (refer to Figure 1).

f-MINE (Belghazi et al. (2018)) and CCMI (Mukherjee
et al. (2019)). We design similar experiments on similar datasets as Mukherjee et al. (2019) to demonstrate
the efficacy of our proposed estimator: C-MI-GAN. Unlike the method proposed in this work, the existing methods rely on a separate generator for generating samples
from the conditional distribution. Therefore, “Generator”+“Divergence estimator” notation is used to denote
the estimators used as baseline. For example, CVAE+fMINE implies that Conditional VAE (Sohn et al. (2015))
is used for generating samples from PY |Z and f-MINE
(Belghazi et al. (2018)) is used for divergence estimation. MI difference based estimators are represented as
MI-Diff.+“Divergence estimator”. For baseline models
we have used the codes available in the repository of
Mukherjee et al. (2019). Architecture for Rφ and Gθ
and hyper-parameter settings for our proposed method
are provided in the supplementary.
To illustrate C-MI-GAN’s effectiveness in estimating
CMI, we consider two synthetic and one real datasets:

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code for C-MI-GAN
Inputs: D = {x(i) , y (i) , z (i) }m
i=1 ∼ PXY Z
Outputs: I(X; Y |Z)
1: function CMIGAN
2:
for r ← 1 to N do
3:
Initialize Rφ and Gθ
4:
for i ← 1 to training steps do
5:
for j ← 1 to reg training ratio do
6:
Shuffle D ∼ PXY Z
7:
Db ← {x(k) , y (k) , z (k) }sk=1 ∼ PXY Z
8:
noise ← {n(k) }sk=1 ∼ N (0, Idn )
9:

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

(k)

{yθ }sk=1 ← Gθ (noise, Zb )
(k)
D̂b ← {x(k) , yθ , z (k) }sk=1
Lreg ← − EDb [Rφ ] + log(ED̂b [eRφ ])
Minimize Lreg and Update φ
end for
Lgen ← − log(ED̂b [eRφ ])
Minimize Lgen and Update θ
Update learning rate as per scheduler.
end for
Iˆn (X; Y |Z) ← −Lreg
end for
N
P
ˆ
Iˆn (X; Y |Z)
I(X;
Y |Z) ← 1
N

n=1

21: end function

4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we compare the CMI estimates, on different datasets, of our proposed method against the estimations of the state of the art CMI estimators such as

• Synthetically generated datasets having linear dependency.
• Synthetically generated datasets having non-linear
dependency.
• Air quality real dataset3,4 (Vito et al. (2008))
The most severe problem with the existing CMI estimators is that their performance drop significantly with increase in data dimension. To see how well the proposed
estimator fares, compared to the existing estimators for
high dimensional data, we vary the dimension, dz of the
conditioning variable, Z over a wide range, in both the
datasets. For the non-linear dataset dx = dy = 1, as
found commonly in the literature on causal discovery and
independence testing (Mukherjee et al. (2019), Sen et al.
(2017), Doran et al. (2014)). To validate, how well the
proposed estimator performs on a multi-dimensional X
and Y , we vary dx = dy ∈ {1, 5, 10, 15} for the linear
dataset. Besides, we consider datasets having as low as
5k to as high as 50k samples to understand the behaviour
of the estimators as sample complexity varies.
Ground Truth CMI: For the datasets with linear dependency, ground truth CMI can be computed by numerical integration. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no analytical formulation to compute the
ground truth CMI for the synthetic datasets with nonlinear dependency. As a workaround to this issue, as
3
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
datasets/Air+Quality
4
For a detailed description of the dataset please refer to the
supplementary material.

Figure 2: Performance of CMI estimators on the dataset generated using linear models. (a) Model 1: CMI estimates
with fixed dz = 20 and variable sample size, (b) Model 1: CMI estimates with fixed sample size, n = 20k and
variable dz , (c) Model 2: CMI estimates with fixed dz = 20 and variable sample size, (d) Model 2: CMI estimates
with fixed number of samples, n = 20k and variable dz . Average over 10 runs is plotted. Variation in the estimates are
measured using standard deviation and are highlighted in the plots using the thin dark lines on top of the bar plots. The
proposed method, C-MI-GAN provides closer estimate of the true CMI, while the state of the art estimators largely
underestimate its value. C-MI-GAN outperform the state of the art methods in terms of variation in estimates as well.
(Best viewed in color)
proposed by Mukherjee et al. (2019), we transform Z
as U = Azy Z, where Azy is a random vector with entries drawn independently from N (0, 1) and then normalized to have unit norm. Following this transformation, I(X; Y |Z) = I(X; Y |U ). Since, U has unity dimension I(X; Y |U ) can be estimated accurately using
KSG given sufficient samples, as shown by Gao et al.
(2018) in the asymptotic analysis of KSG. Hence, a set of
50000 samples is generated separately for each data-set
to estimate I(X; Y |U ) and the estimated value is used as
the ground truth for that data-set.
Next, as a practical application of CMI estimation, we
test the null hypothesis of conditional independence on a
synthetic dataset, and on real flow-cytometry data.
4.1
4.1.1

CMI ESTIMATION

N (Z1 , 0.01); Y ∼ X + .
In this model X is sampled from standard normal distribution. Value of each dimension of Z
is drawn from a uniform distribution with support
[−0.5, 0.5]. Finally Y is obtained by perturbing X
with , where  comes from a Gaussian distribution
having mean Z1 , the first dimension of Z and variance 0.01. Therefore, the dependence between X
and Y is through the first dimension of the conditioning variable Z.
• Model 2: X ∼ N (0, 1); Z ∼ N (0, 1)dz ; U =
wT Z; ||w||1 = 1;  ∼ N (U, 0.01); Y ∼ X + 
Unlike in model 1, here the dimensions of Z comes
from standard normal distribution and the mean of 
is weighted average of all the dimensions of Z. The
weight vector w is constant for a particular dataset
and varies across datasets generated by model 2.

Dataset With Linear Dependence

We consider the following data generative models.
• Model 1: X ∼ N (0, 1); Z ∼ U(−0.5, 0.5)dz ;  ∼

• Model 3:
X
∼ N (0, 0.25)dx ; Z (i)
∼
dz
U(−0.5, 0.5) ;  ∼ N (Z1 , 0.25)dz ; Y ∼ X + .
This model is very similar to Model 1, except
for the fact dx = dy = dz ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20}.

Figure 3: This figure compares the performance of the different CMI estimators on all the 20 non linear
datasets. However, due to very poor performance of “Generator”+“Classifier” estimators, we plot the estimates of
“CVAE”+“Classifier” only as a representative of that class of estimators. Estimated CMI, averaged over 10 runs is
plotted. Standard deviation is indicated with the thin dark lines on top of the bar plot. Like in the linear case, the proposed C-MI-GAN outperforms the state of the art estimators in terms of both average CMI estimation and variation in
estimation (Best viewed in color).
Since, each dimension of the random variables are
independent of each other, the ground truth CMI is
estimated as sum of CMI of each dimension.
For Models 1 and 2, to study the effect of sample size
on the estimate we generate data by fixing dz = 20 and
n ∈ {5000, 10000, 20000, 50000}. Next, we fix n =
20000 and dz ∈ {1, 10, 20, 50, 100} to observe the effect
of dimension on the estimation.

4.1.2

Dataset With Non-Linear Dependence

Data generating model:
Z ∼ N (1, Idz )
X = f1 (η1 )
Y = f2 (Azy Z + Axy X + η2 )

Figure 2 compares the average estimated CMI over 10
runs for linear datasets. C-MI-GAN estimates are usually
closer to the ground truth and exhibits less variation as
compared to other estimators.

Where, f1 , f2 ∈ {cos(·), tanh(·), exp(−| · |)} and selected randomly; η1 , η2 ∼ N (0, 0.1). The elements of
the random vector Azy are drawn independently from
N (0, 1). The vector is then normalized to have unit
norm. Since, dx = dy = 1, Axy = 2 is a scalar.

Next, we consider a multidimensional dataset generated
using Model 3. We tabulate (refer to Table 1) the average
estimate of C-MI-GAN and the current state-of-the-art
CCMI5 (Mukherjee et al. (2019)) over 10 executions.

To generate the data we consider all possible combinations of n ∈ {5000, 10000, 20000, 50000} and dz ∈
{10, 20, 50, 100, 200}, and obtain a set of 20 data-sets.

Table 1: CMI Estimates on Multidimensional Linear
Dataset Generated Using Model 3. All datasets have
dx = dy = dz (Dim.). C-MI-GAN estimates are closer
to ground truth and has less standard deviation.
Dim.
5
10
15
20

True CMI
1.75
3.48
5.22
6.99

CCMI
1.61 ± 4.45e − 2
2.96 ± 9.87e − 2
4.2 ± 2.65e − 1
4.8 ± 4.71e − 1

C-MI-GAN
1.7 ± 1.6e − 5
3.34 ± 1.49e − 4
5.03 ± 6.57e − 4
6.91 ± 4.32e − 2

Figure 3 plots the average estimate of different estimators over 10 runs for all 20 data-sets. Error bar (standard deviation) is plotted as well on top of the estimation.
Only MI-Diff.+Classifier among the existing estimators
provides reasonable estimate when dz is high, while the
proposed method tracks the true CMI more closely.
4.1.3

Real Data: Air Quality Data Set

Finally, we estimate CMI on a real dataset of air quality
(Vito et al. (2008)) using C-MI-GAN. We tabulate the estimates obtained in Table 2. We consider the causal graph

discovered by Runge (2018) representing the dependencies between three pollutants and three meteorological
factors (refer to supplementary material) as the ground
truth. The graph captures the strength of these dependencies. However, the ground truth CMI being unknown, we
could validate only the ordering of the estimated CMI.
As can be seen from the table, our estimates are in coherence with the findings of Runge (2018) and the estimates of CCMI5 (Mukherjee et al. (2019)) and KSG
(Kraskov et al. (2004)).For example, I(CO; C6 H6 |T) is
higher as compared to I(C6 H6 ; RH|T) , indicating a relatively stronger conditional dependency between the former pair. This is in compliance to the ground truth causal
graph (see supplementary material).

CIT can be cast as binary classification problem where
samples belong to either class-CI or class-CD. Therefore,
area under ROC curve (AuROC) is a good metric to compare the performance of different algorithms. Therefore,
we consider the AuROC scores of different models for
performance comparison.

Table 2: CMI Estimation: Air Quality Dataset
X
CO
CO
CO
CO
NO2
NO2
NO2
NO2
C6 H6
C6 H6
CO
RH

4.2

Y
C6 H6
C6 H6
C6 H6
C6 H6
C6 H6
C6 H6
CO
RH
AH
RH
AH
CO

Z
T
NO2
RH
AH
AH
T
C6 H6
C6 H6
T
T
C 6 H6
C 6 H6

CCMI
0.61
0.33
0.56
0.58
0.40
0.38
0.06
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04

KSG
0.65
0.37
0.60
0.63
0.45
0.43
0.11
0.05
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.09

C-MI-GAN
0.66
0.37
0.59
0.62
0.45
0.44
0.12
0.05
0.07
0.06
0.07
0.09

Figure 4: Performace of CCIT degrades with dz . CCMI
and C-MI-GAN are comparable across all dz . (Best
viewed in color).
Synthetic data is generated using the post non-linear
noise model as used by Sen et al. (2017) and Mukherjee
et al. (2019). The data generation model is as follows:
Z ∼ N (1, Idz )
X = cos(ax Z + η1 )
(
cos(by Z + η2 ),
if X ⊥ Y |Z
Y =
cos(cX + by Z + η2 ), otherwise

APPLICATION: CONDITIONAL
INDEPENDENCE TESTING (CIT)

4.2.1

Synthetic Dataset

To evaluate the proposed CMI estimator on an application, we consider testing the null hypothesis of conditional independence, used widely in conventional literature (Sen et al. (2017); Mukherjee et al. (2019)). The
objective here is to decide, whether X and Y are independent given Z when we have access to samples
from the joint distribution. Formally, given samples
from the distributions P (x, y, z) and Q(x, y, z) where
Q(x, y, z) = P (x, z)P (y|z) , we have to test our estimators on the hypothesis testing framework given by the
null, H0 : X ⊥ Y |Z and the alternative, H1 : X 6⊥ Y |Z.
The conditional independence test setting will be used to
test our estimator based on the fact that X ⊥ Y |Z ⇐⇒
I(X; Y |Z) = 0. A simple rule can thus be established:
reject the null hypothesis if I(X; Y |Z) is greater than
some threshold (to allow some tolerance in the estimation) and accept it otherwise.
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η1 , η2 ∼ N (0, 0.25); ax , by ∼ U(0, 1)dz and normalized
such that ||ax ||2 = ||by ||2 = 1; c ∼ U(0, 2). As before
the model parameters ax , by , and c are kept constant for
a particular dataset but varies across datasets. dx = dy =
1 and dz ∈ {1, 5, 20, 50, 70, 100}. 100 datasets consisting of 50 conditionally independent and 50 conditionally
dependent datasets are generated for each dz . Sample
size of each dataset is fixed as n = 5000.
Figure 4 compares the performance of C-MI-GAN with
CCIT (Sen et al. (2017)) and CCMI (Mukherjee et al.
(2019)). Performance of CCIT degrades rapidly as dz increases. Performance of C-MI-GAN and CCMI remains
comparable for all dz . Performance of C-MI-GAN remains undeterred with increasing dimensions.
4.2.2

Flow-Cytometry: Real Data

To test the efficacy of our proposed method in conditional independence testing on real data, we have

used Flow cytometry dataset introduced by Sachs et al.
(2005). This dataset quantifies the availability of 11
biochemical compounds in single human immune system cells under different test conditions. Please refer to
the supplementary material for the consensus network,
which serves the purpose of ground truth. It depicts the
causal relations between the 11 biochemical compounds.
The underlying concept for generating the CI and CD
datasets is similar to that used in Sen et al. (2017) and
Mukherjee et al. (2019). A node X is conditionally independent of any other unconnected node Y given its
Markov blanket i.e. its parents, children and co-parents
of children. So given Z consisting of the parents, children and co-parents of children of X, X is conditionally
independent of any other node Y . Also, if a direct edge
exists between X and Y , then given any Z, X is not
conditionally independent of Y . We have used this philosophy to create 70 CI and 54 CD datasets.
Sachs et al. (2005) and Mooij and Heskes (2013) used
a subset of 8 of the available 14 original flow cytometry
datasets in their experiments to come up with Bayesian
networks representing the underlying causal structure.
We also used those 8 datasets in our experiments which
had a combined total of around 7000 samples. The dimension of Z varies in the range 3 to 8.
Figure 5 compares the AuROC score of C-MI-GAN
against the scores of CCMI and CCIT. C-MI-GAN retains its superior performance when compared against
CCMI and CCIT. Surprisingly, CCIT outperforms CCMI
contradicting the result presented by Mukherjee et al.
(2019). This discrepancy might be due to limited capacity of their model architecture. We have created a larger
dataset consisting of around 7000 samples. Whereas, the
numbers reported by Mukherjee et al. (2019) are based
on a smaller subset consisting of 853 data points. A
larger network might improve the performance of CCMI.
Although Shah and Peters (2018) argues that domain
knowledge is necessary to select an appropriate conditional independence test for a particular dataset, C-MIGAN outperforms both CCIT and CCMI (as measured
using AuROC) consistently across all the experiments.
This might be because, in the min-max formulation, the
regression network, Rφ and the generator network, Gθ
are trained jointly using an adversarial scheme. As a result, the two networks together cancel the bias present in
each other resulting in performance boost in high sample
regime (a regime where GANs excel).

5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose a novel CMI estimator, CMI-GAN. This estimator is based on the formulation of

Figure 5: AuROC Curves: Flow-Cytometry Data-set.
CCIT obtains a mean AuROC score of 0.728, CCMI obtains a mean of 0.62 while C-MI-GAN outperforms both
of them with a mean AuROC score of 0.798 (Best viewed
in color).
CMI as a min-max objective that can be optimized using
joint training. We refrain from estimating two separate
MI terms that could have unequal bias present. As opposed to separately training a conditional sampler and
a divergence estimator, which may be sup-optimal, our
joint training incorporates both steps into a single training procedure. We find that the estimator obtains improved estimates over a range of linear and non-linear
datasets, across a wide range of dimension of the conditioning variable and sample size. Finally, we achieve
performance boost in CI testing on simulated and real
datasets using our improved estimator.
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